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 The Shotwad                          
Issue#3/17                         The Official Newsletter of the Marysville Rifle Club               March, 2017 

                                               The Right of the People to Keep and Bear Arms Shall Not Be Infringed 

 

 
The Army’s New Handgun: The Sig 320 
When you think of Sig Sauer pistols, you think of 
classic double/single-action. Or single action like the 
new P938 and classic 1911s. Or maybe that Double 
Action Kellerman (DAK) design. What you don’t think 
of is striker-fired. 
While the new P320 clearly inherits some ideas and 
inspiration from the modular Sig P250 design, the 
action is all new. It’s a constant action, striker-fired 
pistol, complete with the internal safeties you would 
expect in a striker design. 

 
The slide release lever is not exactly ambidextrous, 
there are actually two of them already in place, one 
on either side. 
The magazine release button is, in fact, 
ambidextrous. By default, it’s on the left side of the 
pistol. It’s easy to reverse to the other side, again 
without specific tools. A paper clip is all you really 
need to release it from the grip model and reinstall 
on the opposite side. 
The sights are SigLite with tritium inserts and they’re 
made of steel so you can rack this gun on a belt, boot 
or hard surface without worry should the need arise. 
 
 
 

 
There are slide release levers on both sides. 

 
The magazine release button can be moved to the 
opposite side. 

Bullet Points 
 

• Membership Renewal Dates 
Tentative Membership Renewal Dates, 2017: 
March, 2017: 
Saturday March 4th  (9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.) 
Monday March 6th (5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.) 
Saturday March 11th  (9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.) 
Monday March 13th  (5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.) 
Wed. March15th (5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.) 
Saturday March 18th (9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.) 
Wed. March 22nd (5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.) 
 
April, 2017: 
Monday April 3rd (5:00 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.) 
Monday April 10th (5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.) 

● 2017 EBoard Elections 
Final EBoard Candidates 
President: Joe Ridenhour 
Vice President:David Eason 
Secretary: Bill Davis 
Treasurer: Bob Wydro 
3 Year Trustee: 
                 Dennis Greene 
                 Robert Brittle 
                Dennis Dice 
                 Edward Carter 
Elections will be held at the next General 
Membership Meeting on 3/13/2017. 
A big thank you to those that helped with the 
Nomination Committee! 
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Following the steel parts theme, the magazines are 
also made of steel. They drop freely when released, 
but seat with equal ease. No encouragement is 
required to lock them in place. The guide rod is also 
made of steel. 
For a striker-fired pistol, it’s smooth and crisp. A brief 
take up is followed by short travel of constant 
pressure and a clean break. The reset is positive and 
very easy to feel if you’re into that sort of thing. The 
press weight measured six pounds, although it felt 
lighter. 

 
The full size grip module offers a spacious M1913 rail 
for accessories 

SAFETIES 

 
Internal safeties prevent the striker from firing unless the 
trigger is pulled. Another locks the striker if the slide is out 
of battery. 

As a classic striker-fired gun, there are no manually 
operated external safeties. However, that doesn’t 
mean there aren’t internal safety systems in place to 
help prevent unintended discharges. 
An internal striker safety locks the striker in the back 
position until the trigger is pressed all the way to the 
rear. 
A disconnect safety prevents the P320 from firing 
when the slide is out of battery. With everything 
unloaded and the magazine removed, I tested this 
out by pulling the slide back a fraction of an inch then 
pulling the trigger. Sure enough, the striker didn’t 
release. 
A three-point take down safety design ensures that 
the takedown process won’t work until the slide is 

locked to the rear, the magazine is released, and the 
slide can be removed without need of pressing the 
trigger. 
The standard P320 does not need a tabbed trigger 
insert to provide drop safety. However, if you want 
that, it’s available as an option. The P320 also, by 
default, will fire without a magazine in place. If you 
prefer the opposite scenario, you can order the P320 
with a magazine safety. I think it’s interesting how the 
Sig folks have taken full advantage of the modular 
design and side-stepped those issues that upset 
people so much. Like a magazine safety? Great, buy 
it that way. Hate that? Great, buy it that way. It’s hard 
to go wrong when you give customers what they 
want. 
IT’S A GUN, BUT NOT EXACTLY… 
When you look at what most would consider the 
“frame” of the Sig P320, you’ll see all the normal stuff: 
grip, trigger guard, mil-spec M1913 rail up front and 
a cutout on the right side that shows the serial 
number. But wait! That’s not actually a frame, it’s just 
a part. You can buy one wherever you like and 
without a background check. You can even order one 
online and have it shipped to your house. 

 
The frame of the P320 is actually the fire control assembly, 
while the grip module is a serialized part. 

Sig calls the firing system the frame. Think of the 
“frame” as the firing control system – trigger and 
internal safeties. The striker itself resides in the slide 
assembly. The frame also includes four stainless 
steel slide rail guides, two on each side, front and 
back. In addition to being able to change grip 
modules, you can also change caliber by adding the 
appropriate slide and barrel to the frame. Right now, 
the P320 is available in 9mm, .357 Sig, and .40 S&W. 
Soon, there will be a .45 ACP option too. The rumor 
is that the military has specified 9mm. 
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By swapping parts around the frame, you can change the 
size of the hole in the fiery end. 

While that sounds nifty for shopping convenience, 
there’s a good reason that the “frame” is not really 
the frame. The collection of mechanical stuff that’s 
defined as the serialized gun is contained entirely 
inside of the frame, and you can take it out without 
the aid of hammers and such. The idea behind this 
modular design is that users (individuals or perhaps 
military and law enforcement agencies) can 
configure each pistol to different specifications. My 
test P320 came with a “Full Medium” grip module. 
That means the grip circumference is the medium 
size, but the “frame” (read grip module) is full-length 
and full height. If I want, I can order a smaller grip 
module and slide assembly that will convert my P320 
to a compact carry gun. Instead of the replaceable 
backstop approach used by many gun makers, Sig 
offers entire grip modules in small, medium and large 
circumference sizes. No parts to move around – it’s 
a solid configuration as the entire grip module 
(frame) is a single piece. 

 
The grip has cutouts for manual magazine access if 
needed. 

I’m thinking that small, medium and large grip sizes 
don’t mean much to you without some point of 
reference, so let’s try to provide that. The pistol 

shown has a medium grip size. Measuring the 
circumference with a tape, it came to about 5 5/8 
inches at the widest spot. That’s almost exactly the 
same as the grip circumference on my FNS-40 with 
standard back panel, Beretta Px4 with medium grip 
panel, and Glock 31 Gen 4 with no back panels 
installed. 
Frames also come in different overall sizes (not just 
grip circumference) and right now you can get a full 
size, carry or compact version. Matching slide 
assemblies are required for some combinations. 
Soon, Sig intends to release a subcompact grip 
module and slide assembly. Here’s a summary of the 
dimensions of the four different grip module and slide 
assembly options. 

 
With this design, there are lots of options, and you 
can bet the list of available configuration pieces and 
parts will only grow. 
SHOOTING THE P320 

 
These depressions for the firing hand thumb keeps it out 
of the way of the slide release lever. 

A broad array of factory .357 Sig ammo was shot 
through this gun.  
The P320 grip feels much like the new one-piece 
grips on the P226 and P229 models. If you envision 
a cross section, it’s more of an oval shape than many 
of the square forms out there today. This results in 
much more hand-to-grip surface contact and that 
makes a big difference in felt recoil and ability to 
control the pistol.  
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No hammer! 

 
The bottom of the grip has a cutout on both sides just 
over the magazine base plate. Presumably, this is to 
aid manual extraction of the magazine in the event of 
a jam. The cutouts don’t interfere with your grip but 
do offer a solid grasp on the magazine if you do need 
to yank it out with brute force. There were no jams in 
the hundreds and hundreds of rounds fired.  

ACCURACY 
Most of the challenge of shooting perfect groups at 
25 yards is sight picture. The very slightest of 
misalignments between the sharp front sight, blurry 
rear sight, and blurry target can easily translate to a 
good chunk of an inch (or more) at 25 yards. Optical 
sights were added to the test gun to eliminate this 
variable. 

  
The test gun had a UM Tactical UM3 Sight Mount. 

This mount attaches to the M1913 rail in front of the 
trigger guard, wraps around both sides of the frame 
and slide, and provides a rail segment above the 
pistol for an optic or handgun scope. It’s a neat idea 
and does not interfere with semi-automatic 
operation. 
It also had a Bushnell Elite 3500 Handgun Scope. 
This model is a 2-6x variable with a 32mm objective 
lens. While it can certainly help you reach out much 
farther than 25 yards, the variable zoom was perfect 
for getting a great sight picture at my accuracy testing 
distance. The reticle is a Multi-X design that offers 
thick crosshairs that narrow to hair width in the center 
area. This arrangement gives you precision at the 
aim point while helping guide your eye quickly to the 
center of the viewing area. 

 
The UM Tactical optics mount and a Bushnell Elite 3500 

Handgun scope were used for accuracy testing. 
The P320’s ability to shoot small groups with a 
variety of ammo indicates that the grip module, 
frame, and slide assemblies lock together perfectly. 
Remember, the optic in this scenario was mounted 
to the polymer grip module and not the slide 
assembly which you would expect to offer repeatable 
accuracy.  

VELOCITY 
The Doubletap Ammunition FMJ loads were 
exceptionally accurate from the P320 
If you dig .357 Sig, you’re probably a believer in the 
value every last bit of velocity. After all, the whole 
point of the .357 Sig caliber is to more or less 
replicate the performance of a 125 grain .357 
Magnum round. Those move at 1,400 to 1,500 feet 
per second and many believe that’s why it’s been 
such an effective cartridge over the years. 
Ammunition was tested for velocity using a Shooting 
Crony Beta Master chronograph placed 15 feet 
downrange from the shooting bench. The P320 didn’t 
disappoint, especially when using Doubletap 
Ammunition .357 Sig loads. Most of the loads shown 
here were also tested with a Sig P226 and almost 
without exception, the P320 added a bit more 
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velocity, usually 20 to 30 feet per second. That’s 
almost certainly a result of the extra .3 inches of 
barrel length on the P320. The P320 has a 4.7-inch 
barrel while the P226 has a 4.4-inch barrel. 

PARTING SHOTS 

 
The P320 includes SIGLITE steel tritium sights. 

 
The guide rod is also made from steel. 

 
The bottom line is that the accuracy is excellent given 
its modular construction and polymer grip module.  
 

 
 
 
 

Hornady Bullet Concentricity Gauge 
 
Avid reloaders try really, really try hard to make sure 
that the seat their rifle bullets straight in the case so 
that they are perfectly centered and aligned with the 
case itself. As an avid shooter, I assume that ammo 
companies do the same for the rifle cartridges I buy. 
Why? If a bullet starts its journey from a crooked 
beginning, it’s probably not going to exhibit stellar 
accuracy and shot to shot consistency. I like to 
visualize a late-night Disco bowling gutter ball. You 
know, where that 16-pounder bounces from side to 
side all the way down the lane. Sure, you might get 
lucky and get a strike after the ball rattles down the 
lane, but your odds ain’t so hot of bowling a perfect 
300. 
Sure, even when using one rifle, there are some 
ammunition-related factors that contribute to 
accuracy and consistency, including, but certainly 
not limited to: 
� Powder charge weight consistency 
� Primer consistency 
� Cartridge case length 
� Overall length 
� Distance between the bullet’s bearing surface and the 

rifling 
� Bullet construction and uniformity 
� Bullet jacket consistency 
� Cartridge case mouth thickness and uniformity 
� And so on… 

I’m also thinking that the current distance between 
Jupiter’s four Galilean Moons and Toad Suck, 
Arkansas, has something to do with overall accuracy, 
but that’s admittedly more of a theory than a hard 
fact. The bottom line is that no single factor 
determines the accuracy or lack thereof. 
However, one big contributor to poor group 
consistency is bullet concentricity in the case. Think 
of it this way, if you stuff a bullet into a cartridge case 
exactly straight, then a line from the center of the tip 
through the exact center of the base would continue 
on through the mathematical center of the case and 
out the center of the primer. Assuming the chamber 
of your rifle is cut decently well, and the barrel is in 
line with the chamber, then perfect bullet alignment 
with the case will result in the bullet being forced into 
the rifling oriented directly with its flight path. If you 
cram a bullet into the cartridge case crooked, then it 
will be angled off to one side of the chamber and 
barrel so it will engage the rifling off center. The 
barrel will get it more or less straightened out as the 
bullet travels through the rifling, but this tipsy 
beginning is bound to result in inconsistent points of 
impact. 
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MEASURING CONCENTRICITY 
To get a handle on the bullet concentricity issue, 
a Hornady Bullet Concentricity Gauge was tested. 
This nifty little tool is handy whether you reload your 
own or stick to factory ammo. Its purpose is to 
figure out of the bullet is aligned perfectly with the 
centerline of the overall cartridge. It has a large 
piston at one end with a hollowed out, concave cut. 
This is where you rest the base of the cartridge, and 
the concave shape automatically centers the base. 
On the opposite side is another piston, this one 
spring-loaded, that holds the tip of the bullet. It also 
centers the projectile relative to the gauge. A 
spring-loaded sensor slides up and down a track 
between the two pistons, allowing you to place the 
probe of the gauge right on the bullet itself. Then 
you just rotate the cartridge case with your hand. If 
the feeler probe moves back and forth, then the 
bullet is not centered. The dial gauge shows you 
how many thousandths of an inch the projectile is 
off center. There’s also a thumbscrew with a 
polymer tip that you can use to correct out-of-
alignment bullets, but we’ll get to that in a minute. 

 
The silver probe on the left measures variance while the 
thumbscrew on the right allows you to make corrections. 

To get a baseline on what we ought to expect from 
known good ammunition, some Norma .223 Match 
Ammo ammunition was tested. This ammo is topped 
with 77-grain Sierra Matchking bullets, which are 
about as close to top-of-the-line accuracy projectiles 
as you can get. 
To check out the variance one might expect in 
various types of factory ammo, ten rounds from a 
supply of Norma Match 223 were randomly selected. 
10 cartridges came out of four random boxes. This is 
match-quality ammo designed for accuracy, so I 
expected I would see some low concentricity 
variance numbers. To get a feel for how budget 
practice ammo might differ, I did the same for ten 
randomly selected rounds too. I won’t name the 
brand as I’m performing a bit of an unfair evaluation.  

 
The Norma Match-223 77-grain ammo was accurate, and 
concentric, out of the box. 

  

Cartridge 

 
Norma Match 223 77-gr. 
Sierra Matchking 
(inches) 

  
Practice ammo, 55-
grain FMJ (inches) 

1 .001 .005 
2 .001 .001 
3 .001 .002 
4 .0005 .004 
5 .001 .003 
6 .0005 .002 
7 .002 .0015 
8 .001 .002 
9 .002 .004 
10 .001 .004 
Average .00110 .00285 
  

While I didn’t measure the full random routine from 
multiple boxes, I did some spot checks against other 
reasonably premium ammo to see just how 
concentric the Norma Match 223 was in comparison. 
I took a few measurements of a couple of different 
cartridges and averaged the results. 
� Hornady 55-grain V-Max: .0025 inch 
� Winchester PDX1 223 Defender 60-grain: .002 

inch 
� Federal Fusion MSR 62-grain: .003 inch 
So do these differences matter? Comparing groups 
of different ammo against each other won’t tell us 
much about the single concentricity variable, so I 
decided to get a little scientific about the matter. 

BREAKING GOOD AMMUNITION 
Here’s my public apology to the good folks at Norma 
Ammunition. I’m sorry I broke your ammo! How? 
Remember earlier when I said that the Hornady 
Concentricity Gauge has an adjustment screw to 
straighten out wayward ammo? Well, you can use 
that screw to foul up concentricity too. I pulled 
another random ten rounds of the 77-grain Norma 
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Match-223, and, well, bent the crap out of them. It 
turns out it’s kinda hard to do too much damage, but 
I was able to get the bullets out of whack with the 
centerline by about five one-thousandths of an inch, 
or nearly five times the normal variance from the 
factory. My idea was to “break” these ten rounds, 
then fire a careful 100-yard group to see if there was 
any noticeable difference in precision. 

 
Here’s one of the Norma Match-223 rounds that I “bent” to 

about 5/1000ths off center. 
 
To make things really interesting, I pulled another 
random ten rounds of the Norma Match-223 and ran 
them through the gauge to straighten them even 
more. With a little careful tuning, I was able to get all 
ten under one one-thousandth of an inch. 

ARE CONCENTRIC BULLETS SIGNIFICANTLY 
MORE ACCURATE? 
Two ten-round groups were fired from 100-yards 
using the Armalite M-15 rifle used in all previous 
tests. The result? The “bent” ammo grouped ten 
shots into 3.01 inches. The concentric ammo put ten 
shots into 1.17 inches. That’s almost a three-fold 
difference. 
As budget practice ammo, I don’t expect the same 
attention to detail with little things like concentricity, 
so I don’t want to penalize the company – they don’t 
advertise or price this as match grade ammo. 

 
 

While we’re admittedly not doing statistical analysis 
here, the results are convincing. I literally shot these 
groups from the same lot of ammo, within minutes of 
each other with the same rifle, and saw a dramatic 
performance difference. If you’ve got an accuracy 
itch that needs scratching, check out the Hornady 
Concentricity Gauge. It’ll help you tune not only hand 
loads, but factory ammo as well. 
 
New Tikka Tactical Rifle 
Tikka is going full tactical with their T3x TAC A1. 
Based on their advanced T3x action the TAC A1 
model is a fully adjustable, modular design with a 
sleek rail system, new for 2017. 
While Tikka has long made guns that cater to the 
black rifle crowd the new TAC A1 is a bolt-action rifle 
with a completely modern feature set. It comes from 
the factory with an extended free-floating handguard, 
adjustable folding stock and more. The handguard 
sports a 0-MOA Picatinny rail at the 12-o’clock 
position for night vision adapters and other 
accessories. The rest of the hand guard uses M-Lok 
cutouts for accessories and to cut weight. This allows 
users to completely customize how they configure 
their rifle and opens up a lot of options for things like 
bipods and sling setups. The handguard is 
detachable and shooters can swap it out for 
compatible free-floating AR-15 handguards. The 
stock is fully-adjustable. The cheek riser, the butt pad 
and the length of pull are user-adjustable for the 
perfect fit. On the bottom of the stock is a rail for 
monopods. The stock also folds to the side for 
storage and improved maneuverability in the field. 
One neat thing about the TAC A1 is that the stock 
mount is compatible with AR-15-style stocks. This 
allows users to install a minimalist stock on for a 
lighter package or swap out the factory stock for 
something completely different. It also uses AR-15-
pattern pistol grips. 

The TAC A1 feeds from 10-round double-stack 
magazines and is chambered for three cartridges. 
Shooters have the choice of .260 Remington, .308 
Winchester and 6.5 Creedmoor. The rifle will also 
have several barrel length options, 16-, 20- and 24-
inches. Tikka says the 16-inch models are for military 
and law enforcement customers but there is nothing 
stopping them from selling them to the general public 
as well. 
And of course, the rifle also has a user-adjustable 2-
stage trigger. The trigger is adjustable from 2.2 to 4.4 
pounds. The barrel has 5/8-24 threads for muzzle 
devices and comes with a 3-baffle muzzle brake. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
� Length with stock extended: 36, 40 or 44 inches 

depending on barrel 
� Length with stock folded: 26, 30 or 44 inches 

depending on barrel 
� Barrel lengths: 16, 20 and 24 inches 
� Chamberings: .260 Remington, .308 Winchester and 

6.5 Creedmoor 
� Weight: 10.3, 10.8 or 11.3 pounds depending on 

barrel 
� Capacity: 10+1 
� Safety: 2-position with a bolt release lever 
� MSRP: $1,899 

IMPRESSIONS 

The half-AR, half-bolt gun is going to be a big thing 
for rifle manufacturers from here on out. Tikka is not 
only one of the first major manufacturers to get one 
of these tactical rifles into production they did a good 
job of making the gun work with AR components. 
One thing that it does not come with is a scope or 
scope mount. Since this is a personal decision for a 
lot of shooters it’s probably a good thing. 
While traditional wood stocks are never going away 
it’s rifles like these that will draw the attention of 
practical-tactical crowd. It may look like a rifle for 
police snipers, but guns like the Tikka T3x TAC A1 
will soon be the go-to rifle for hunters and 
recreational shooters across America and around the 
world. 
This gun is a bolt-action, magazine-fed wonder of 
engineering. Chambered in 6.5 Creedmoor or .260 
Remington, the barrel is a perfect balance of being 
thick enough to shoot seriously, while thin enough 
not to feel like a bench rest gun. It ships with three 
magazines, which is a bargain for anyone looking to 
shoot PRS.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Marysville Rifle Club 
           PO Box 303 
Marysville, WA 98270 

     360-652-0784            MarysvilleRifleClub.org 
 
Club Officers 
President, Joe Ridenhour         206-660-4672 
joeriden@centurylink.net 
 
Vice President, Curt Zuvela   360-631-1246 
cherylncurt@yahoo.com 

 

Secretary, Bill Davis    206-353-5158 
bdavis385@comcast.net 
 
Treasurer, Bob Wydro       360-563-0356 
rwydro@comcast.net 
 
Past President, Mike Haakensen   360-435-5579 
kmhaakensen@aol.com 

 
Rod Moore   (3 year)                    360-652-8321 
boulderchewer@aol.com 

 

Tim Tennessen  (2 year)    360.651-2654 

timtennessen11@gmail.com 
  
Ron Oehlert (1 year)    360-387-3260 
 
Planning & Work Party Chairman 
TBD 
 
Hunter Education Committee 
Rod Moore    Sean Overman     Bill Vincent Bill Whitley 
Bob Moon  Keith Foote                      Rich Brown              Kit Wennersten 
Dave Phipps   Todd Straley   
www.MarysvilleRifleClub.org 
 
Shotwad Editors  
Chris Seung                        425-610-4967 
mukilteoman1@yahoo.com 

Bob Burch     425-503-0252 
burmae_rgb@comcast.net 
Bill Phillips     360-387-4867 
bill@billsguns.com 
 
Webmaster 
Chris Taylor     757-639-9461 

christopher.taylor13@gmail.com 
 

Discipline Chairpersons 
Black powder Dave Clutinger               360-435-8599 
dbclute@comcast.net 
Cowboy Shooting                           Fred Byer            360-435-0258 
Cell phone: 360-770-4704 
fwbyer@gmail.com 
CMP/DCM Curt Bry              360-652-8771 
joeflaps@msn.com 
IPSC Gary Wall       360-629-3964 
wrongwaywall@hotmail.com 
 
Juniors  Chuck Whipple 425-334-0211 
skijor@tgi.net 

 
Junior Shotgun Sports Todd Staley 425-923-9091 
 
NRA Instructors    William Gruner    360-348-7081 
Wilhelm@nwinfo.net 
 

Indoor Pistol/PPC Tom Persell 360-899-4908 

tdpersell@msn.com 
 

Membership                  Bill Davis  206-353-515 

bdavis385@comcast.net 
 
 
Recreational Shooting     Ron Oehlert 360-387-3260 
 
Shotgun Sports John Church 360-652-1161 
jchurch@frontier.com 
 

Hunter Sight-in Keith Gepner 425-422-7906 

Keith.a.gepner@boeing.com 
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